BUNBURY CATHEDRAL GRAMMAR SCHOOL

Shoe samples supplied by
Gomme’s Shoes, Bunbury
Betts, Centrepoint, Bunbury
Athlete’s Foot, Bunbury Forum

These sample shoes are displayed to give parents
an indication of the type of shoe they should be selecting
for their son or daughter to wear to School.

We do not specify a particular brand or style name for
the School shoe but it should be
“plain, lace-up, all black, polishable, college style”.
Note: coloured stitching, coloured laces, high heels
and metal finishes are not permitted.
Boots are not permitted.

Sandals are specified as:

Clarks’/Harrison “Bump” child sizes 10-5
Airflex “Tramp” child sizes 10-5
in navy or whisky
(Primary and Secondary students)